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  get your 

 trend onrunway to
 closet...

By courtenay Brandt  |  F
ashion ed

itor

What to Wear this summer? Normally my go to esseNtials 

are flip flops, a little dress aNd ray-BaNs But this summer 

the s/s 12 collectioNs make me WaNt to step it up aNd 

try somethiNg NeW. from Bare midriffs to short shorts. 

mixiNg priNts, cleaN art deco liNes aNd the delicious pastel 

sherBert palette that makes me WaNt to eat it all up.



trend request

Bare Midriffs  
dolce & GaBBana,  
emilio Pucci, nina ricci
get your core exercises on because this summer 
is all about bare midriffs. tight, exposed tummies 
were all over the runway at dolce & gabbana, 
emilio pucci, Nina ricci and many more. they all 
had their own version and style but all of them 
made it very wearable, feminine and oh so sexy. it 
has even hit the high street with inexpensive ver-
sions that can be found at urban outfitters, free 
people and h&m.

sherBets & Pastels
3.1 PhiliP lim, louis Vuitton,   
Jonathan saunders, GiVenchy, Versus
one word: delicious!!!  i love all the soft sherbert colours for us to 
devour this summer.  3.1 philllip lim and Jonathan saunders filled us 
with beautiful, classic staples for work.  my rock n’ roll favourite 
givenchy gave us the edge and louis Vuitton was a basket of easter 
coloured cupcakes.  

dolce & gabbana

emilio pucci

versus

j. saunders

louis vuitton

3.1 philip lim
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trend request

art deco
Gucci, alBerta Ferretti, chloe,  
roBerto caValli
gold + black + white = art deco on the s/s 12 runways.  a 
dramatic way to dress up for your summer nights out.  gucci 
took the lead and dressed anyone and everyone in their 
deco dresses on the red carpet.  alberta ferretti kept it 
feminine and flirty while roberto cavalli always shows up 
with lots of sexy. my favourite take on this look came from 
chloe with my must-have daytime dresses.

gucci

r. cavalli

a. ferretti

r. cavalli
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Prints! Prints! Prints!
PraBal GurunG, d&G, matthew williamson,  
missoni, Peter Pilotto, mary Katranzou,  
BurBerry Prorsum, donna Karan.
prints in every shape, design and colour were everywhere on the s/s 12 run-
ways.  the graphic, punchy and edgy prints were strongest at prabal gurung, 
peter pilotto and mary katranzou.  tribal prints were back and in full force at 
Burberry prorsum and donna karan.  and of course we can’t forget the colourful floral gar-
dens of missoni, d&g and matthew Williamson.  my suggestion for summer is to mix them 
all up and see what you get.  step out of your comfort zone and make a print statement!

d. karen

trend request

missoni

m. williamson

m. katranzou

d. karen



balmain

prada

d&g
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trend request

short shorts
BalenciaGa, dolce & GaBBana, Prada,  
Balmain, Versace, erdem
if you dare where short shorts . . . then summer 2012 is for you! the shorter the 
better and with options from many designers you will find a pair to show off your 
gorgeous gams.  feminine florals at dolce & gabbana, prada and erdem.  sexy 
and tight at Balmain and Versace and a step into the future at Balenciaga.  

balenciaga

erdem
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Bliss Lau
oWNer/desigNer at Bliss lau

By courteNay BraNdt

TRUE bLISS



we diG

i discoVered Bliss lau last septemBer at a trade shoW iN NeW 
york aNd iNstaNtly fell iN loVe With her desigNs.  they Were 
like a BeacoN from across the room aNd i Was hooked.  
edgy, sexy aNd at the same time delicate aNd poetic.  While 
iN NeW york for the f/W 2012 fashioN Week collectioNs 
our editor aNd myself dropped By her shoWroom to fiNd 
out What goes oN BehiNd the sceNes of the Bliss lau World.  
What We discoVered Was a Very multi-dimeNsioNal desigN 
process.  it is Not Just a iNspiratioNal story With each collectioN But 
also the story of the materials that are part of her desigNs.  each part of the 
puzzle is a loNg deVelopiNg thoughtful story leaViNg you With a Beautiful piece 
of JeWelry that you are alWays iNspired to Wear.

fathom rings, photographer: jarrod turner

chevron, photographer: evan lerner
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Bonjour Bliss, welcome to Bisous. Tell us where did it all begin?

i had a handbag collection for four years prior to relaunching as a metal ap-
parel brand in 2007.  i used to make a bag inspired by the Brooklyn Bridge, my 
studio window used to look out to the cables of the bridge in dumBo. the bag 
had chains draping down the front of it.  one day i just picked up a chain and 
started draping with it on my model form.  i studied apparel at parsons but was 
always torn between designing clothing  or products and suddenly i realized i 
could create clothing as products. 

the first collection was about subtraction.  subtracting the fabric from a gar-
ment and drawing only the seam-lines with my chains.  i designed the tux-

edo and hugmetight that season, both names are inspired by the 
garments i visually deconstructed. 

Did the body jewelry line begin as bespoke? 
(be·spoke/bi'spok/adj. meaning made to order)

yes it started by making only custom pieces.  peo-
ple would call me and say “i saw this body piece 
will you make it?”  later i created a full collection. 
i think the world is not always ready for something 
new, it’s not good to be too early or too late for 
any trend.  my first season selling the metal-apparel  
[body jewelry] people were scared  of the product! 
some people even laughed at the collection. initially 
the response was a huge emotional roller coaster, i 
believed in what i was doing even though i received 
tremendous resistance so i continued to design the 
chains and after a few seasons the reactions slowly 
changed. 

Did you have a clear vision each season?

there is a simplicity to the challenge of ornament-
ing the body each season. in concept this chal-
lenge denotes only one thing to me, this idea is 
transient and it changes depending on where 
the world is and how much the sun has shined or 
snow has fallen. 

each season i  focus on a different part of the 
body to ornament, for fall my focus is  on the 
body as whole, the idea of creating  a second 
skin.  a metal skin.

What was the inspiration for Spring 2012?

the spring 12 collection is called “Navigation”.  
the idea of navigation is translated through plot-

ting different points on the body, focusing on areas 
of interest, the bust the clavicle the wrist.  so the navi-

gation for me was navigating over the body.

contour jacket, photographer: jarrod turner
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for example “the hourglass” is has the 
idea of navigation and the functionality 
of how i work.  i am obsessed with the 
idea of having my product being kinetic.  

another example is the “fathom 
ring” my first foray into fine jewelry. 
inspired by the fathom which is unit 
of measure used at sea, an armspan, 
also known as an embrace.  the de-
sign is two rings combined, one ring 
wraps around and embraces the 
other. i used rose gold and iolite also 
known as the Vikings compass stone, 
the myth says that Vikings used iolite 
for navigation because it is polar-
ized and it would tell them the direc-

tion of the hidden sun. the fathom  
ring is a limited edition of 11 pieces 
celebrating my 11 years living in Nyc.

Your designs are so unassumingly 
thought provoking.  I love how scientific 
it is. Were you into science growing up 
and is this a natural inclination for you?

each piece of jewelry is like a tiny struc-
ture. Because i work in this peculiar 
medium where the biggest challenger 
of my jewelry each season is gravity.  
if a chain doesn’t hang perfectly or 
the balance of the piece when float-
ing over the shoulders is off my little 
structure has failed.  so in essence it 

is very scientific but in the visual and 
functional sense of the term.

How do you source your materials?

the discovery or sourcing has hap-
pened very organically. domestically, 
i have been traveling to old manufac-
turing towns up the east coast for a 
few years now searching out factories 
that have survived and still make prod-
ucts i can translate into jewelry.  the 
recent collection of metal stampings is 
created by a factory who only makes 
metalplates for military insignia.  i came 
to them with a concept of geometric 
shapes, then the black color i use is 

1 & 3: tuxedo, 2: hourglass, photographer: evan lerner



painted by a factory that mostly paints metal for the military 
for combat, hence the black matte color!

my process: the collection starts with draping on the form, 
then i flesh out my ideas by sketching and back again to 
the form.  i think the best process is a combination of three 
and two-dimensional design (because it creates new ideas 
and forces invention and discovery) paired with the mental 
design development that comes with sketching to work out 
the kinks. 

What is the inspiration for Fall 2012?

it’s an evolution from what i have been doing. i wanted to 
raise the neckline up to here (Bliss points at the middle of her 
neck) and i wanted to be able to build up and out.  i made 
necklaces that are collar-like and everything is balanced, 
this season more than ever i had a battle with gravity! the 
collection is called “the facet”.  a facet is something that is 
angled and geometric but engineered for beauty.  the idea 
of then taking the geometric metal skin is to cover the body 
with a faceted shape.  

What are your iconic pieces?

“the tuxedo”, “kalidescope ring”

Bliss’s favourite things:

Cocktail: Bartenders seasonal choice.  mothers ruin, Nolita

Dessert:  pan a chocolate at oro Bakery, Nolita

Place to shop:  i don’t shop.  i get most of my clothes custom 
and ordered from my friends.  

Designers: ld tuttle for shoes,  collina strada for wash-
able leather mini-shorts, BiJules for her gold nipple covers, 
ohne titel for their amazing knit skirts & tops

Flea Markets:  the summer furniture fair, Brimfield in Brimfield, 
ma.  it is 6 football fields of weird vintage mirrors, tables, 
chairs jewelry etc. love to spend two days out there rum-
maging through objects! all the Nyc flea markets have died. 

Place to People Watch:  Noho star, Nyc.  the best window 
it’s a super old school place where i go to have bad coffee 
and watch  freaky New york locals and tourists of all kinds 
walk by.

City Soundtrack: i love podcasts.  mark maron is one of 
my favorites.

we diG
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WWW.Blisslau.com

clockwise from left: 
kinetic, ???,  

suspension bracelet, 
 photographer:  
jarrod turner





















s the multitude of gossip rags will attest, in hollywood 
it’s not uncommon to see the likes of matt damon 
picking up pinkberry, cameron diaz sans makeup 

sweating it out at the gym or a red-lipped gwen stefani play-
ing at the park with her adorable kids. yes, living here in lalal-
and, as we lovingly refer to it, has its perks. so when the ladies 
of Bisous went for a night out on the town, we knew it had to 

be at the legen – wait for it – dary chateau marmont. getting 
a reservation at this celeb hot spot is no easy task for the com-
mon folk, but luckily we are well-connected cuties and were 
able to have prime placement on the warm, chandelier-lit out-
door patio during one of the busier weekday nights. (No, we 
can’t tell you which night or our cool-cred could be revoked.)  
 Walking into the chateau marmont hotel is a bit like step-

A

there’s simply no denying it; los angeles is star 
studded. not only are there block upon block of 
star laden streets known as the walk of fame, but 
countless celebrities actually reside in town and 
in turn, can be seen doing regular joe activities.

   RomAncing the 

Chateau
  Marmont

Where fabu lous and fun  
go hand in hand

25 |  Bisous
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Bar marmont  
is currently oPen 
seVen days a weeK, 
From 6Pm to 2am. 

8171 W SunSet Blvd 
HollyWood, CA 90046

For reServAtionS 
pleASe CAll  
323.650.0575

CHAteAumArmont.Com

ping back in time. originally opened in 
1931, then revamped a few decades 
ago to look like its old, authentic self, 
the hotel’s hyped-up history is just as 
appealing as its classic décor. after 
smiling past the outdoor dingbats who 
police the entrance of the secluded 
sunset Boulevard hotel, you either 
take a lift or the stairs up to the lavish 
lobby. even if you are the most down-
to-earth person who could care less 
about fame, your nose immediately 
turns up in its stylish 
setting replete with ac-
cents from around the 
globe and fancy fur 
wearing women. 
 the dual-action 
hostess hotties (be-
cause one would be 
passé) welcomed us to 
its famous frontier while 
at the same time chal-
lenged our importance 
for being there. since 
we had reservations, 
this part was a breeze and they hap-
pily sashayed us to our table. While 
the inside lobby area is undoubtedly 
cozy, the outdoor patio is where all 
the action is so we simply had to dine 
al fresco.  
With a lovely lion mouthed fountain 
trickling in the background, we walked 
past table after table of tinseltown’s 
elite to our dining destination which 
was a little too convenient for star gaz-
ing. champagne glasses were clinking 
and seemingly everyone was smoking. 
the dulcet tones of chic lounge music 
tickled our ears and we jumped on the 
band wagon with a bottle of bubbly. 
salute!  
 a scan around the floor had us 
giggling like school girls, or was that 
the champagne? We ordered hors 
d’oeuvres and got to gawking. Next to 
our table was the disheveled-looking 
dJ samantha ronson with her stun-
ning model-of-the-moment girlfriend 

(who actually ate a burger!) and mu-
sic maestro brother, mark. across the 
way we noticed snotty stylist rachel 
zoe chatting with modelsaurus Janice 
dickinson, snooze-fest. But it was the 
Walking dead actor Norman reedus 
who really caught our attention with 
his sloppy yet smoldering facial hair 
and piercing eyes. how this combo 
works is beyond me, but believe it 
when i say, he is hot! 
 soon enough our appetizers ar-

rived and we kicked the pallet party 
off with a hamachi and avocado 
salad drizzled with burnt yuzu sauce, 
perfectly light and refreshing. heaven 
was found in the steamed artichoke 
with lavender honey, so simple and 
yet so good. like clockwork the main 
courses arrived shortly after looking 
as amazing as the clientele. two of us 
took the beef bait and went for the 
filet mignon while others ordered the 
roasted chicken and fish of the day. 
much like the ambiance, the food 
never lets you down at the chateau; 
a classic is as a classic does.  
 gone are the days when the elu-
sive howard hughes lived in the attic 
of the hotel and would spy on the love-
ly ladies down at the pool with his nifty 
prism binoculars. today the chateau’s 
bevy of beauties and steady stream of 
glitterati can easily be seen, providing 
you can get in. part of its coolness is 
the fact that it’s right there on the sun-

set strip and yet completely private to 
the likes of paparazzi – and people 
in general. each of the 63 pet-friendly 
rooms, cottages and bungalows of-
fers an intimate level of privacy and 
are designed uniquely with surprising 
furnishings like marble bathrooms, full 
kitchens or a grand piano.
 after our meal we succumbed to 
the delectable crème brûlée and fresh 
berries for desert and it was divine. 
Watching the pulse of the popular pa-

tio where air-kisses are 
as common as designer 
dogs was a blast. look-
ing up we discovered 
an exceptionally clear 
midnight sky twinkling 
with stars, but we had 
already gained access 
to the excess and had 
filled our star sighting 
quota for the evening. 
With a nod to our pre-
miere issue theme we 
casually made a french 

exit and left the decadent digs.

— Karen Knighton

we Jet set
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Laura Sfez – owner/designer of
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What was it like growing up in Paris, one of the world’s most 
fashionable cities?

paris is serious. if you say you like fashion, you better know 
what you’re talking about -- and much more serious yet, if 
you say you like literature, break out a heavily supported 
opinion. i personally love it all. paris is a cultural bootcamp 
that whips your ass into shape -- but not to become a snob 
really. the whole point is to learn the language of hedonism. 
you spend your time reading, tasting, learning, watching, sim-
ply to acquire the best knowledge as to the greatest things 
in the world that must be enjoyed. i very much enjoyed lit-
erature and eccentricity. paris as a teenager is a dream. in 
terms of fashion, paris has taught me it has very little room 
for the new and different. in fact, there is almost a palpable 
fear of being different or wearing colors other than black, 
navy or grey. the parisian uniform is a black or navy pea-
coat, black skinny pants, black sweater, and a scarf. i wish i 
could say the women wear red lipstick and little skirts. i don’t 
know why i wish that, but it certainly paints a happier peo-
ple. perhaps this is why i have always been so fond of the 
children’s attire which paints a much more joyful and sweet 
picture albeit somewhat naughty on a grown woman. 

Your parents work in fashion, is that what inspired you to 
follow their lead?

my sucking as a writer and not being able to succeed in 
paying bills is what led me to it! i started out as a graphic 
designer at eighteen working for many different companies 
in the business. i then became very involved in writing after 
optioning a story i wrote to a big studio. i was obsessed 
with writing and optioned a novel that went nowhere and 
wrote more and more, still not getting anywhere significant. 
i grew impatient and designed a little dream line called 
l’ecole des femmes centered around school and its end-
less fetishes. since i’m a big movie buff, i always  like to refer 
to movies when designing certain pieces and at the time it 
was all about les parapluies de cherbourg with catherine 
deneuve. Not the clothing per se, but the energy and inno-
cence, the frenchness really. my father who was partners 
with a production company in hong kong said, “ if they like 
what you designed, they’ll make it and send it. We’ll see . . .” 
and they did! i received twenty three samples and a month 
later, i was in business writing orders left and right! Without 
my father, i would be nowhere. he is an amazing man. he 

has supported and believed in all of my silly designs from 
the beginning and for that, i am eternally grateful. and as 
for my mother, she has taught me everything i know love 
and respect about fashion. she has flawless frenchosity. 
she is the true french femme.

When did you move to Los Angeles and why?

my family first decided to move to los angeles when i was 
four years old. the first time we did, i believe it was mainly 
work related. my father was already deeply involved in the 
garment industry. that, was the first time. We then moved 
back to paris, and then back to la and then paris over five 
times. i can fairly say i have spent an equal amount of time in 
both and feel incredibly fortunate for the gift of biculturalism 
despite the fact that i am saddened by the lack of french 
accent on me. i do wish i could go back and not try so 
hard to sound like a true american (not that there’s anything 
wrong with that! But probably would’ve had more dates 
with the accent.)

Story by Courtenay Brandt    Photos by Matt Fry of Frybros Photography | frybros.com
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When did you launch L’Ecole des Femmes?

i launched it in 2005 and decided to go on hiatus in 2009.

Why did you take a hiatus?

denim at one point was a much easier sell than dresses 
and i felt it was wiser to retire from costly production until 
dresses were in again. i think women have all the denim they 
need for now and are back on the hunt for daily skirts and 
dresses. But that’s just my opinion. the response to the store 
has been strong. 

When did you open the shop?

the shop opened up october 2011 and could not be 
more pleased with the results! i definitely did not expect for 
women in la to want to dress like french school girls. Who 
knew? 

Who are your favourite designers and why?

coco chanel of course. the woman has managed to own 
black and white. end of story. John galliano is to me the 
greatest spectacle. the makeup, the hair, the enormous 
stunning and absolutely perfect gowns. his talent with color 
is unapproachable. he may not always be the most cutting 
edge in terms of launching trends, but definitely by far the 
most beautiful. yves saint laurent is a woman at her most 
womanly and Jean paul gaultier is a great example of enor-
mous talent and a magnetic personality. 

Who are your fashion icons?

i don’t have any icons, but i have some that i like. audrey 
hepburn ( especially in charade),  courney love,  Jane 
Birkin,  any woman in any hitchcock film, mia farrow in rose-

mary’s baby. 

Where do you get your inspiration from with each collec-
tion?

i mainly get it from characters in life, very cliche ones like “ 
hmm, what would a secretary wear if given these options 
in fabrics? What would a mean but pretty school teacher 
wear if she could only wear grey?  What would a Japanese 
school girl wear as opposed to a french one? “ so it may 
be more along the lines of costume design, but all done 
with great respect and consideration for fashion and mak-
ing it workable. so rather than typical school girl, i’d want 
to make her a classy and more subtle school girl. the goal is 
to allow women to wear what they know to be characters, 
and still pass for sane and fashionable.

What are some of the iconic L’Ecole des Femmes pieces you 
have designed?

the school girl jumpers are definitely iconic.  the pencil skirts 
have been worked and worked as to fit very uniquely and 
are also iconic. 

What was your inspiration for the Spring/Summer 2012  
collection?

there is a lot of lace and a turbo injection girliness.  these 
designs are to alleviate the dark and often strict lines of 
the fall pieces. instead they are dreamy, innocent, button in 
the back like a child and are meant to have a lot of fun in. 
these are still very french and what you’d expect a girl to 
be wearing whilst riding her bicycle through the countryside 
with a baguette in the basket. totally cliche thought, but dis-
gustingly true.

What are your favourite Paris hotspots for:

restaurant: l’ami louis. 
cocktail and bar: Wine and bubbles on st. etienne marcel.
people watching: carretes is amazing. the people you are 
watching are all walking in front of the eiffel tower. that’s 
some people watching for you.
shopping: st. germain. i mainly like to shop for food at le 
bon marche, a rare and exquisite experience.

What is your city soundtrack when walking around Paris? 
(your favourite song or album)

“Bonjour paris”  from funny face. i can never stop singing it 
in my head on a beautiful day in paris.

www.lecoledesFemmes.com

we seduce
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Pirates,  
Dragons
J ewels

anD

Written by Shelli Wright 
CeliadeflerSdeSignS.Com

Oh  my...



t’s Not eVeryday that you 
come across someoNe 
Who you kNoW Will Be a 

frieNd for the duratioN. i 
Was lucky eNough to forge 
a WoNderful frieNdship With 

the loVely celia de Flers 
four years ago although 
it seemed like years Before i 
actually asked aNd uNder-
stood What she did for a 
liViNg. celia’s  NeVer BeeN 
oNe to go aBout tootiNg 
her oWN horN. it Was theN 
that i realized Not oNly Was 
she a darliNg, But a truly 
dedicated aNd taleNted JeW-
elry maker With a clieNt list 
to die for iNcludiNg our Be-
loVed mr. depp. so, for some-
oNe so accomplished aNd 
yet perhaps a Bit shy aBout 
shariNg, i decided i should 
toot her horN for her.

i

So Celia, tell us a little bit about yourself 
as I can see by your accent you’re not from 
around here (we both laugh).

and oui! i am not from here . . . being born 
and raised in paris, france.  ha ha ! my ac-
cent, i know with all of these years which is 
now half of my life living in america, my ac-
cent never left me! 

I know you’re very passionate about your 
work, what inspired you to start the line ?

my creations are a natural extension of me. it’s 
the product of my everyday life . . . my musical 
taste . . . my children . . . my visions . . . i am not 
trying to adapt to a market, this is the reso-
nance of my soul. it’s me i don’t follow trend 
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or market . . . i apply it to many other creations. a collection 
of bags for example which i am in the process of developing.

When did you move to Los Angeles and why?

i came for the first time in la on the 15th of June 1989. i always 
knew from a young age that i will leave france one day . 
. . do not know really why but it is something that i always 
felt deep inside. as soon as i learned english . . . my dreams 
were always in english. i started working in the fashion in-
dustry at a young age. i was 18 when i represented from 
scratch a new line of clothing called “maud defossez” and 
from there everything took off. Working for different design-
ers like azzedine alaia, thierry mugler . . . lolita lempicka 
to name a few.  i met models and clients that lived in la and 

that were telling me to come and visit them. after that my life 
was divided  between los angeles, Ny and paris. 

We can see by your rich press kit that you have designed 
for celebrities, how did that come about?

i was very fortunate to know already a few celebrities be-
fore starting my line . . . and to have met  costume designers, 
stylists that appreciate my creations like linda medvene 
that introduced my jewelry collection to more celebrities . . . 

Who’s your favorite?

i can’t answer that . . . but i will say, hilary duff is a sweet-
heart and very down to earth.  of course, i admire Johnny 



depp even before meeting him. and he didn’t disappoint. 
such an amazing person, very talented and generous. he 
gets very passionate with anything he does.  i love creat-
ing pieces for him as he always gives me total freedom to 
design. 

 
When did you launch Celia de Flers designs?

i launched my line in 2003 

Who are your favorite designers and why? 

alexander mcQueen is magic. elie saab for his simplicity 
and femininity, as well as stella mccartney, Balmain, and 
carloina herra.  iris Von herpen because i love the way she 
mixes traditional craft with innovative and unusual materials.

Who do you consider to be a fashion icon? 

to name a few . . . steve mcqueen, audrey hepburn, mar-
lene deitrich, coco chanel and the more current probably 
david Bowie, sienna miller milla Jovovich and gwyneth 
paltrow.

What have you found to be your most difficult task in launch-
ing this line?

i would say that the task that i found the most difficult be-
yond the trends and the demand of the market is to keep 
one’s creative integrity . . . to make a choice among all the 
ideas that come to me . . . which one i am going to develop 
and put at term. it is also an abandon . . . how to choose in 
between all these ideas without also having the feelings of 
betrayal to the other. this is like a dichotomy because every 
time it is a little bit like sophie’s choice of William styron . . . 

If you could say one thing to future designers what would 
it be?

perseverance is one of the keys of success. Believe in your-
self no matter what . . . follow your instinct . . . always  listen to 
your loved ones and those that love your creation. 

And lastly, the question all Bisous readers including myself 
are dying to know . . . What is Johnny Depp really like?

he is always surprising !
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lead siNger aNd guitarist Wade ryff of races 
Was kiNd eNough to grace us With aN iNterVieW 
after our editorial staff had the chaNce to see 
them play liVe iN la.  the BaNd has a NeW alBum, 
“year of the Witch”, out oN the freNchkiss la-
Bel, Which made them perfect for this issue.  ryff 
struck a chord With me persoNally descriBiNg 
What the Name races meaNs to him. “i relate to 
the Name iN the seNse that it seems like there is al-
Ways somethiNg to Be up agaiNst, aNd stroNg 
desire to oVercome WhateVer it is.”

we rocK
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Did you always see yourselves pursuing a career in music?

yes, ever since i heard Nirvana when i was 12. 

How long have you been together?

2 years

So, it’s pretty exciting this new album on the Frenchkiss label. 
How long were you working on the album?

about a year on and off.

I see you’re doing a West Coast and East Coast tour.  Are 
you planning to tour the rest of the U.S. or Europe?  Is this the 
largest tour you’ve had to date?   What are the best and 
worst parts you find with touring? 

No this isn’t the largest tour we’ve done. the best parts of tour-
ing for me are the little things. a beautiful drive, the inside jokes, 
the camaraderie and friendships that develop with the bands 
we tour with, the moments where all 6 of us are crammed into 
a motel room and cracking up over the most ridiculous things. 
those things always have a deeper affect on me.  more than 
the shows even.  the worst parts of touring are the 10 hour 
drives starting at 2 a.m. or a bad show. 

How did the deal with Frenchkiss come about?  Were you 
fans of the other bands on the label before you signed with 
them?  Any favorites?

our manager was good friends with one of the guys at fk. 
they used to work at capitol together. she sent him some of 
our early recordings and they were pretty into it. 1,2,3 and the 

drums are some of my favorite artists on the label. 

What or whom do you consider your influences?

No comment. 

Who are your favorite artists?

patti smith, pablo Neruda, leonard cohen.

How would you define your style?

glam-pa. 

You’re a very fashionable band, has fashion always been a 
part of the music? The entire look so to speak.

i don’t really consider us a  fashionable band. i mean of 
course we each pick out an outfit to wear when we go  on-
stage, or do a photo shoot, but it doesn’t really go beyond 
that. i see some bands, especially in la, where it seems like 
they really put a lot of energy and thought into the look of 
the band. sometimes i see a band and it feels like the look 
is more important than the music. that sort of thing rubs me 
the wrong way. i think fashion is should be considered for 
anyone that is going to be on a stage, but it’s important not 
to try to hard. 

With the state of the record and music business now have 
you found it difficult to actually make a living as a band?  
Or have you harnessed this new realm of social networking 
and self-promotion to launch your own career?

yes, it is still very hard for us to make a living off the band. 
We are a 6 piece band which makes it even harder.  so-
cial networking has definitely given bands an opportunity to 
take things into their own hands, but i think artists will always 
struggle with making a living off of what they create. 

What’s next for the band?

touring it seems. 

Who would you consider a music Icon?

there are so many. some of the ones that stick out to me 
are Bob dylan, John lennon, kurt cobain, patti smith, Nina 

simone. i could go on. 

What is the most interesting experience you’ve had on tour.  
Individually or as a group?  Strange, crazy, or otherwise.

Watching our lawyer break up a fight in Brooklyn was pretty 
exciting. 
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 it had been a grueling process, but he knew that with 
continued practice, he’d be able to take control of the 
dream.

 it was all so new to him. for the majority of his life in fact, 
he never dreamed at all, and instead experienced each 
night as a momentary blink bridging together the few fleet-
ing seconds separating darkness from light.

 But something happened, and now once a week for 
the past ten years he would be plunged into the confusing 
reality that had developed a nearly pungent aroma of un-
wanted familiarity.

 it always began the same way, starting with the blurred 
image of a running shower, the rippling streams of water 
cascading down his body, flowing quickly past his feet until 
finally emitting an echoing gurgle before being consumed by 
the hungry drain.

 he would then feel what he interpreted as a sharp 
pain, although there was no real discomfort, and would turn 
his head focusing on a small bug crawling along the damp 
wall behind him.

 he felt compelled to move closer to it, maneuvering his 
lips and nose until they were barely an inch away from it, al-
lowing his sudden heavy breath to force it off course, leaving 
its legs fluttering and struggling desperately to regain its hold 
on the wall. though he didn’t particularly care for insects he 
invited it to crawl along his finger, and felt its tiny, hairy legs 
sinking into him as if his flesh had been replaced with sand.

 strangely, he then found himself outside of the shower, 
the bug gone, and standing naked still dripping with water. 
he turned to the right and noticed a mirror where someone 
had wiped a small space of condensation away, creating a 
frame for his apparition-like face where slow trailing clouds 

of steam began to pass through.

 he then suddenly felt himself moving, as if on a con-
veyor belt, out of the bathroom and into a spacious living 
room, where the air was thick with the scent of some kind of 
flower, and the muffled pulsating sound of what could best 
be described as the snapping of harpsichord strings.

 gazing through the fogginess of the room, he finally 
noticed a woman standing unexpectedly at the foot of an 
escalator. she had long, dark hair, and wore a white, but-
ton-up blouse with short denim shorts. as she looked at him, 
he felt himself move closer to her without his feet actually 
moving, piercing the soft barrier of her eyes and swimming 
in a constantly moving pool of light as if being tossed around 
by sheets of soft galactic fabric.

 she then began speaking to him in french. 

 Not knowing the language and sensing a delay in the 
verbal delivery, her words flowed in a sort of morse code 
mesh of sound and silence, moving from, “Je vais,” to, “ca 
va,” to “il n’ya pas de quoi,” forcing his face into a desperate 
grin hoping to trick her with some sense of false comprehen-
sion.

 she merely smiled at him, and then stepped onto the 
escalator and began traveling upwards. as he tried to fol-
low her, he found his feet planted firmly to the ground as if 
encased in cement.

 unable to move, he stood and watched as she pro-
gressed further and further out of sight, until finally a blinding 
glow overtook the scene, sending violent shivers throughout 
his body, causing him to jerk awake in his bed drenched in a 
freezing sweat.

 he could not stop thinking of her, and with each pass-

Denim
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ing dream the desire only increased. traversing the labyrinth 
of well-manicured suburban homes no longer brought him 
satisfaction for he saw her everywhere; her feet jogging 
over the hot summer pavement as her long hair escaped 
the hands of low-hanging branches gleaming and scatter-
ing through the air like loose pieces of crystal.

 By chance, he came across a tattered copy of mar-
shall mcdonaugh’s controlling the dream state, and after 
finishing the epilogue on the author’s continued success in 
manipulating and governing arousal fantasies, decided to 
take the advice of the torn, coffee-stained pages and learn 
to speak and interact with the woman during these fleeting 
nighttime encounters.

 as mcdonaugh would stress in the first chapter of the 
book, the key was to immerse oneself in the essential quali-
ties of the particular dream, as to better obtain a certain 
power over it. since he knew very little of the woman aside 
from her physical attributes, he came to the conclusion that 
it was necessary for him to completely absorb the one quali-
ty he was more than familiar with; that of her ability to speak 
french.

 With little hesitation he moved to paris, checking into a 
hotel called le chemin de damas, whose walls were cov-
ered in great, spray painted spirals that would invite him to 
run his fingers through their endless loops, breathing hard 
from the cold of the stone and hiding in the shadowy crev-
ices away from the menacing echoes of unknown footsteps.

 he knew from chapter 4 that the process was not go-
ing to be easy, but continued his training with an energetic 
enthusiasm, taking daily french courses at the lycee de 
dubuffet, and tuning in at 4pm to the popular television pro-
gram le Jeunes francais, where he would close his eyes and 
try to speak simultaneously with the characters on screen. 

 he recognized though that the most significant ob-
stacle for him to overcome was his inability to move during 
the dream state, and taking quite seriously mcdonaugh’s 
insistence on the necessary neurological exercises for such 
an occasion, would make his way in the evening hours to 
the book store le maroc, where he would feel the passing, 
blinking eyes of others releasing short, warm bursts of air like 
the exhausted flapping wings of insects, as he stood and 
stared at the customers making their way up the modest 
escalator, his feet planted firmly on the ground, but using all 
of his internal will, forcing his body to shake until finally lifting 
into the air, floating over hundreds of worn dusty pages and 
eventually wrapping himself around a woman who most 
closely resembled her taking in a different scent every time 
and allowing himself to shrink and crawl inside the pocket of 

her jeans, enveloped in a satisfying and comfortable darkness.

 after several months of rigorous training, he felt con-
fident in his ability to take control of the dream, and one 
evening as expected he found himself again exiting the 
bathroom, water sliding off his body and onto the floor, as 
he made his way into the living room, finally stopping a short 
distance away from the woman and the escalator.

 the scent of flowers was stronger than ever, and the 
strange sounds of the background seemed to fade as the 
woman seemingly without opening her mouth said, “Bon-
jour.”

 he felt his body tighten, every muscle devouring an-
other, until finding himself able to lower his jaw and reply, 
“Bonjour,” the words possessing the consistency of water as 
they washed across the space between them.

 “comment allez-vous,” she said, her voice echoing, mix-
ing with the melody of the harpsichord strings.

 “Je vais bien. et vous?”

 “tres bien, merci.”

 “comment vous…uh, comment vous… your name,” he 
stuttered forth, feeling his control slipping away for some 
reason, and a strong sensation of heat crawling down his 
face as if he were sweating the light from a hot lamp.

 “Je suis desole. comment vous…comment vous…um,” he 
kept repeating, unable to complete the sentence, the words 
slowly descending into the blackness of the floor, clanging 
around hundreds of times forcing what looked like windows 
in the background to shake and crack.

 all the while the woman said nothing, remaining still, her 
face taking on the quality of sand, morphing into a land-
scape of shimmering orange dunes, giving him the sensation 
that he was sinking, until the formations of her mouth finally 
reappeared, uttering the words, “a demain,” as she smiled 
and turned away, stepping onto the escalator and slowly 
making her way upwards.

 as he watched her a sense of panic came over him, 
the fear that all his efforts had been for nothing, and he 
suddenly gripped onto the sides of his pants, again forcing 
his body to tremble, the tension constricting nearly every 
bit of energy he had left, until unexpectedly the plucking of 
harpsichord strings stopped, replaced with a sort of hum 
that lifted him into the air, his body now dry and the current 
of some unknown laughter propelling him to a place directly 
behind her, the denim moving slightly, rippling like rain hitting 
a body of water, as the two continued to move upward until 
finally being engulfed in a thick cloud of grayness.
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Les Racines  
    d’un Classique

by ChrIs wIllIAm mArtIn

{The Roots of a Classic}

’ve never been to the onion Johnny museum in roscoff, 
but i’m pretty sure they have a strong idea about where 
the classic striped Breton shirt got it’s real start.

 you know the one: it’s a creamy off-white wool shirt with 
a boat neckline and a series of blue horizontal stripes run-
ning across the body and sleeves. Now synonymous with 
french culture, coco chanel made the shirt famous when 
she incorporated it into her nautical line in 1917.
 By the 1950’s marcel marceau would mime being 
trapped in a glass box wearing one, further solidifying the 
chemise as a french piece of global couture, but the seafar-
ing men of the riviera had already been donning it daily a 
hundred years before. 
 Berets off to louis-Napoleon Bonaparte for that: his 
1858 act of france made it mandatory wardrobe for all 
french sailors, and not just because of his sizzling fashion 
sense. he had style, no doubt - as anyone with a yardstick 
could confirm by the sheer length of his moustache - but 
the inspiration for the new naval garb came from a much 
more practical place. it seems someone noted that when a 
man was washed overboard he became highly visible in the 
waves when wearing a top that featured horizontal lines.
 so with a little ingenuity and a splash of french 
pride, a new uniform was commissioned for the 
navy, replete with twenty one stripes: one 
for each of the original Napoleon’s 
victories. tres francais, non?

 By 1889, a factory in Bretagne was established where 
the garment was produced en masse. soon every french 
man with a job on the sea was wearing one: it was practi-
cal, easy to wear, and had the potential to help you be 
spotted if you slipped into choppy waters.
 fast forward almost thirty years, when mademoiselle 
chanel came floating by to ogle the boys, and voila: an 
iconic fashion piece was born. the shirt is in fact so deeply 
connected to french culture that when you do a google 
image search for ‘french man’, nearly every picture shows 
a man wearing one. of course he’s also smoking, wearing a 
beret, and clutching a baguette while he laughs at old Jerry 
lewis film reels.
 But do the roots stop there, at the desk of la royale 
in paris? the answer may lie in the onion 
Johnny museum in roscoff.

 

i
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 onion Johnny is the nickname 
given to Breton farmers who would 
brave the english channel every sea-
son to sell their distinctive pink onions 
to their British neighbors in the north. 
the moniker came from the fact that 
many of these peasants were named 
Jean, and could say little else - if any-
thing - in english. that, and they were 
selling onions. lots and lots of onions.
 the tradition apparently started 
in 1828 when henri ollivier opted to 
row his way to fortune rather than take 
the roads and trains to paris to sell his 
wares, which in the early part of the 
19th century was expensive, danger-
ous, and odiferous to say the least. his 
success inspired other french farmers, 
and within the next hundred years the 
onion Johnny’s would be collectively 
rowing some nine thousand tons of 
onions to the uk every year, chortling 
between each oar stroke as only the 
french do.
 the Johnny’s didn’t just bring fresh 
pink onions and broken english to 
the Brits though. they also brought a 
strong impression of the french peas-
antry to their friends in plymouth, porst-
mouth and southampton.
 Namely, the Johnny’s were char-
acterized by their beret, cigarette, and 
striped shirt. 
 Now remember, this all started 
thirty years before the french Navy 
adopted the Breton striped as an of-
ficial part of the uniform, and nearly 
one hundred years before coco 
brought it to the world. 
 could it be that it was an onion 

Johnny that caught the eye of some in-
genious mariners as he tried in vein to 
save his pink onions from being swal-
lowed by the sea? Was this the origi-
nal inspiration for what was to come? 
 it is far too late to reach henri ol-
livier for comment, but the more adven-
turous among you might find the answer 
if you make the trip to roscoff in the 
north-west of france and pay a visit to 

the onion Johnny museum, where most 
surely they claim it to be so.
 if that’s too far to go, or you would 
rather spend all your euros in the shops 
along the champs elysees, then make 
sure you grab a Breton striped shirt 
while you’re there and then follow the 
recipe below for galettes bretonnes 
and i’m sure the answer will come to 
you before your first bite:

Galettes Bretonnes
2 cups all purpose or cake flour  
  (cake flour preferred)
½  tsp. baking powder
½  minus 2 tbs. sugar
½ cup salted butter, softened

1 ‘large’ egg, plus 1 egg for glazing
1-2 tbs. milk 
Additional flour for your workin 
   surface and the rolling pin

sift together the flour and baking powder. mix together the sugar and 
butter. add the flour mixture and rub well into the butter-sugar mixture 
with your fingers. add the egg plus just enough milk so the dough comes 
together cohesively. form into a ball, flatten and wrap in plastic.

chill dough for at least an hour, until firm. do not skip this step!

heat oven to 355. line baking sheets with parchment paper or silicon 
liners.

flour your work surface and rolling pin. roll dough to 1/8 inch thickness, 
and go to work with your favorite cookie cutter. place cuts on lined baking 
sheets. press each cookie with a fork to prevent puffing before baking. use 
the tines to make a pretty shape.

Beat the second egg and add a few drops of milk. Brush cookies with the 
wash before baking (use yolk only for a deeper golden color).

Bake for 10 minutes, then rotate the baking sheets. Bake an additional  
5-7 minutes, until cookies are golden brown on top.

cool on a rack. these cookies taste a lot better when cool and crisp. 
makes 48 small, 36 medium, or 24 large cookies.

Bon appetit!
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ick shapiro. comedian. poet. 
Writer. actor. artist. With his 
new album, “catalyst for 

change”, a new book, “unfiltered” 
and movie, “project x” just released, 
rick is poised to infiltrate an even 
wider audience, blasting through cult 
status and into the mainstream.  i meet 
rick in his hollywood hills apartment; 
it’s walls covered in paintings, chaotic 
splashes of color, movie posters and 
office plastered with papers contain-
ing rampant bits of poetry, ideas and 
words; so many words.  he greets me 
wearing a pair of well-worn jeans (tai-
lored and customized by his manager 
tracy demarzo), cowboy boots, and 
a vintage army surplus button down.  
We have some iced tea and a chat.

Tell me about your new album, 
“Catalyst for Change”—

it was one of those nights, i never ana-
lyze my stuff it was just another night.  
it was when i sensed what they want-
ed and i was still just out of New york, 
and even though i had just moved 
here, and i blew a gasket, you know.  i 
had a good time. i was yelling my stuff 
and keeping in my long bits, the kinds 
that surprise you a lot. it felt raw and 
unscripted like there were ideas that 
would just come to you. i liked the cd 
because i had a point of view.  my fa-
vorite one that just started that night 
that turned into a long bit; “long blow 
job hybrid consumerism . . . stability, 
marriage, shopping via the blow job 
journey.  i want one of those blow jobs, 
ones that can change your life.  i had 
one once

Do you remember your first kiss?

i remember my first blow job but not 
my first kiss.  let me think a minute, i think 
i do.

i wasn’t allowed to like anything.  i 
didn’t know what “like” was or “want” 
was.  i didn’t know, so i kissed a girl 

i didn’t like or even want.  Now i still 
have a part of me that says, “yeah, 
that’s how it’s supposed to be because 
i’m your father and let me look at you 
in a scary way and you’ll go numb for-
ever.” so i didn’t know, so then i just 
got drunk from the age of 11 on after 
that kiss.  

Is there anybody you consider an 
Icon or thought about to get you 
motivated?  

i should try that. No.  the thing that al-
ways inspires me, when i think about it 
but especially when i see it is a dog’s 
ass when it’s walking away cause it’s 
never Not funny. the dog has that 
spirit, it can’t help itself, and it’s not try-
ing to be funny.  there’s a spirit of “i am 
what i am”, and then there’s a baby 
when it’s smiling and then it drops its 
pacifier and on a dime it lets out a 
scream and a scowl. it’s that spirit of 
things can change right NoW.  so 
why does comedy have to be like, “at 
least do it like it looks like you memo-
rized it”?  Why can’t it be fresh?  Why 
can’t it feel like a baby dropping it’s 
pacifier or feel like a dog’s ass walking 
away?  Why does it have to feel like a 
fucking temp job? 

You said to me once, “Everything is 
comedy.”  

there are days you wake up, and if 
i would remember those days, which 
i never do, where you get it.  you’re 
like, “you’re in this absurd cosmic thing if 
you can remember that you can keep 
a handle on shit . . . but it’s so hard out 
there because it’s all seriously mani-
cured lawns and faces.” you’re like, 
“oh my god, i’m acquiring a longer 
yawn, or an arsenal of various yawns.”  

In your opinion…

 - yes, you should loan me money, with-
out question.

What’s worth fighting for?  

let me answer from the gut and then 
think too.  it’s like, these corporate guys.  
i’d love to change my whole look and 
be a political aide, so i can fight them 
from inside their environmental box... so 
i could punch them and be like, “sur-
prise i’m not a clown horse pony out 
of a cereal box of shitheads.“ But if i 
had to list it i’d say fight for what you 
can do as an individual.  knowing who 
you are.  fight for self-knowledge and 
your humanity; your fucking humanity 
in this world full of billboards. i could go 
on for hours.  you’re gut response, your 
fucking viscera.  fuck!

Are there any Real men left? 

Well i go to a drum gathering. We 
gather drums (nods and laughs).  you 
can be a gatherer if it’s for men’s 
drums.  We also gather hunters (speak-
ing in the voice of a republican).  if 
you’re going to gather, gather like a 
man.  grab.  We’re getting rid of the 
word “gather”.  the better question is 
where are the assassins? that’s not a 
better question but . . .

a man writes poetry. a man gives 
it to the person he wrote about.  a 
man punches a guy who’s in the god-
damned way. a man walks, knows who 
he is and knows who he can bump 
and who he can’t.  to bump someone 
at a yogurt bar is not a battle, it’s not 
a victory.  i want to say there aren’t 
any men, but if there are any please 
let me know who and where you are.  
contact me.

you have to want to be completely 
accountable. completely accountable 
and completely fucking committed to 
whatever it is you’re choosing.  We 
need to be freed up because the 
walking constructs are alive but they 
don’t mean shit. i wished david Bowie 
said it explicitly, sure he was ziggy 
stardust and all that but i wish he 

R
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would just interrupt his song and say, 
“the constructs don’t mean shit”.  it’s a 
little bit duplicitous because a lifestyle 
person would say, “ Well, it’s up to that 
man, what a real man is, it’s up to the 
individual.”  i say, “What if it’s not any-
more, what if there’s something new 
that wants to rise out of the earth?”  
like new land, it has to exist in your vi-
tals.  something new has to rise out of 
your vitals.   you’ve got to shock your 

contemporaries into a new reality. the 
only real men are salmon.

Are there icons that you draw from 
creatively within your fashion?

even something that you base your 
clothes on is not as superficial as you 
may think.  for me, i saw Jimmy cliff 
in “the harder they come” and i 
based how i dress on him.  you know, 

it doesn’t match, but he looked cool.  
you could say he looked like an outlaw 
but there’s no label for it.  it’s like when 
you walk into a salvation army and you 
find that thing that’s so cool, and it’s 
not that glamorous thing, it’s just cool.  
But as far as who else is on my mind, 
tom Waits, henry miller tom Jones, 
sam kinison, . . . he made me want 
to do comedy.  But when i look at a 
heroic guy, a guy who is just himself, 

“i’d loVe to chaNge my Whole look aNd Be a political 
aide, so i caN fight them from the iNside, so i could 
puNch them aNd Be like, “surprise i’m Not a cloWN 
horse poNy out of a cereal Box of shitheads.“
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i think of Bill murray, Bill hicks, dave 
attell, Quentin tarantino, and oliver 
stone.  i used to call comedy grabbing 
at straws. i never called it anything but 
jumping up on stage like the 
street.  grabbing at straws. 
chomsky.  Baudelaire, i love 
men who have the courage 
to whisper like James ma-
son.  James mason rocks 
out; him and charlie Bron-
son.  some say,  “you can’t 
be, you’re weird”.  i say, “do 
something you like and then 
do something you don’t like”.  

If you were stuck in a paint-
ing, which would it be?  

aw that’s beautiful.  No-
body hears that!   i’d like to 
say hieronymus Bosch, but it 
has to be rothko. you know 
his painting “red”?  you see 
his red?  i always thought it 
was just red, but i see it as 
a rectangle of white.  But 
i’d probably end up in some 
edward munch, francis Ba-
con, idi amin “Warlord 
color Blast”.  they have that 
at carvel . . . the “edward 
munch, francis Bacon, idi 
amin, Warlord color Blast” 
sundae.  as long as it isn’t 
Banksy, though i love Banksy.  
i am the juxtaposed.

Should we know you? And 
why?

i don’t know if i even want to or could 
answer that, but i’ll give it a try.  i used 
to clearly say no, but that’s when i 
was hiding, which is the saddest thing.  
to think you should hide.  Well, it took 

me years and years to show up at the 
comedy store, but i still hide, in the 
corner of this terrace.  i have to write 
it all down.

the people who know they ought to 
be known socially are lucky, then there 
are people who know they ought to 
be known for other reasons. all these 

books i’ve read, about how society 
was ineffective because it was all 
about “i”, but the fact is what we’re 
seeing now is we don’t have our 

homes.  all we have is “i”.  
all we have is each other, 
so if i let you walk by then 
i’m left hurting, and if i don’t 
show you me then it’s a just 
a white noise existence. 

We have to be known. the 
media shows you the wrong 
guys to be known. rick 
perry gets known.  domino’s  
“chunk chunk in your face” 
pizza gets known.  the im-
portance of the cheese stick, 
the importance of your de-
odorant gets known.  those 
guys who eat porterhouse 
steaks and walk around 
with their fat fucking righ-
teous stomachs. and they 
are known.  the homeless 
guys ignored.  What are we, 
invisible? is he important?  is 
that guy?  yes.   everything is 
seen but us . . . and it breaks 
my heart.

What’s a friend?  

it’s like when you’re with 
your friends and you see 

a woman you’re interested 
in.  friends don’t just give you 
the intro.  friends do every-
thing they can to make sure 
you fall in love.  

“if i let you Walk By theN i’m 
left hurtiNg, aNd if i doN’t 
shoW you me theN it’s a Just 
a White Noise existeNce.”

you can Find ricK shaPiro ’s alBum “catalyst For chanGe” on itunes,  
and his new BooK, “unFiltered”, at Barnes and noBle.  
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o, this isn’t some new-age pirate treasure hunt. . . We 
aren’t looking for shiny and pristine booty hidden in 
the far corners of the world.  Well, that’s not entirely 

true.  it’s probably safe to assume that most of us long for 
adventure.  We want to live up to that ‘world traveler’ per-
sona.  so, in 2009, when Versailles based alternative rock 
group phoenix opted for gathering inspiration from individ-
ual destinations, their album was almost certain to resonate 
with their audiences and be a hit.
 Wolfgang amadeus phoenix is a welcomed journey 
through location, feeling and thoughts... With each song 
perfectly synching to our experiences as the soundtrack for 
our adventures.   
 as americans, we draw inspiration from other lo-
cales.  We see it in our art, our entertainment, our crappy 
reality tV shows (hint hint: Jersey shore).  Nonetheless, we 
desire new cultural integration.  We claim to be citizens of 
the world, and what makes the french any different?  as it 
turns out, not all that much divides our basic human needs.  
 during the creation of phoenix’s fourth studio album, 
band members thomas mars, deck d’arcy, chris mazzalai 
and laurent Brancowitz embarked on a road trip that led 
them to a close-by parisian studio of a romantic painter, a 
tad further to a houseboat on the seine, and even hoofed 
it all the way to our backyard in Nyc to collect experiences 
that would later be translated to musical notes.
Just like all travelers, they discovered a push and pull of 
good and bad.  every song they wrote was either praised 
as an immediate hit, or deemed having a fate that would 

never succumb to anything at all.
 the ten songs that that made the cut are said to be 
more layered than phoenix’s previous work. perhaps this 
progressive technique is an indication of what the members 
discovered on their journey.  Just as one collects stamps on 
a passport, these men collect words for their melodies. 
 as if having an accidental (or purposeful) travel mo-
tif wasn’t enough to solidify the idea of culture collide, the 
hit single off the album “1901” directly speaks to location, 
location, location.  as expected, phoenix pays tribute their 
homeland with lyrics that directly speak to the vision of 
what residents think paris should be.  even better, singer 
mars declares that the whole album is meant to be “a little 
bit of a fantasy”.
 an album as a fantasy? how. . . fantastic (pun definitely 
intended)!  a fantasy is no different than when we vacation 
and long for a release from the present, from our current 
lives; ultimately, we want to be immersed in a world that 
we believe is how our lives should be lived.  the beauty 
of this all is that Wolfgang amadeus phoenix, an album of 
fantasy, offers us the songs that act as the soundtrack to our 
fantasies as we’ve played them on repeat for the past three 
years.
 But for those of you who anticipate a new sound... a 
new soundtrack... the time is close.  phoenix is recording 
their fifth full-length album set to release in late summer 
2012.  Now there’s something to fantasize about!   

— ashton spatz

n
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leather jacket: allsaints

a rose oF another name  
meet our new yorK city Vine to Fashion

LIZ LILLIE
written by shel l i wright  |  phot ographed, f ilmed and styled on r ooft op location at 28th and br oadway by wright , bredesen and brandt. 

LIZ LILLIE



t’s not every day that i find someone who inspires me.  
When we first decided to start Bisous i was contacted 
by a young woman, a senior in high school actually who 

asked me if she could send me her resume.  she had heard 
on the grapevine that we were starting this dynamic proj-
ect and wanted to know if she could get in on the ground 
floor of it.  she explained that she was a senior at the lycee 
francais de New york, for those of you not in the know it’s 
a very prestigious and fashionable french/english school on 
the upper eastside of manhattan, and will most likely study 
at syracuse university in the fall as she’s been accepted into 
their dual program in the college of arts and sciences and 
the s.i. Newhouse school of public communications.  she 
further went on to tell me that she had a blog named trends 
with Benefits which we immediately loved and that she was 
extremely passionate about fashion and talking about fash-
ion.  i figured sure why not give her a shot, or at least sit 
down and have a conversation with her.

 fast forward to a month later and we’re in Nyc for 
fashion week. it was there that we decided we would do 
a little coming out story on our miss lillie and dress her for a  
photoshoot with some of our favorite accessory and cloth-
ing brands: Bliss lao, youngandng.com, and of course our 
go to super stars allsaiNts.

 later she proved to us that she not only was prepared 
for her duties at Bisous, but that she was more than able 
to meet deadlines, bring interesting people to the table and 
create her own column . . . so here we go . . . 

 New york Blogger turned magazine columnist liz lillie 
and her column “trends with Benefits Nyc” debut interview 
with orly shani, NBc’s fashion star designer.

i

we collaBorate

left: pink jacket by allsaints  
right: shift dress by allsaints; crown by young and ng
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trends with BeneFits

hat was your biggest motivator while in the Fashion 
Star studio? What keeps you driven?

the biggest motivator for me, was simply the oppor-
tunity. fs was a once in a life time opportunity to work with 
some of the most amazing people in the industry, and push 
myself harder than i have had to before. i’ve tried to build 
tuc+wes for nearly 2 years with not much success, so the 
opportunity and the exposure did not fall lightly.

How did you feel when you first saw your design in the Saks 
Fifth Avenue window?

the moment i saw the skirt in the window of saks, i just 
shook my head. i couldn’t believe that it was real.

Who is your clientele and do you find that it has changed 
after being on Fashion Star / being picked up by Saks?

i don’t think my clientele has changed at all, i think i just 
have access to more of my girls! the tuc+wes girl is all about 
reality. she’s not living in a fantasyland where the most im-
practical items are practical. she needs her clothing to be 
comfortable, sexy, and affordable.

What was the best piece of advice the mentors, Nicole 
Ritchie, John Varvatos and Jessica Simpson, gave you?

to be consistent and pay attention to all the little details.

What inspires your collection and are there any celebrities 
or style icons that inspire you? / Celebrities you would love 
to dress?

i would love to dress the girls that i’m also dying to be best 
friends with! mila kunis, Blake lively, emma stone, Jennifer an-
iston . . . gwyneth paltrow. Beautiful, laid back, natural chicks.

Tell us about your new Broke City collection!

the tuc+wes Broke city collection is a cozy knitwear line, 
inspired by my current state of brokenness (we both laugh). 
they are 12 tees that take a sense of humor to being “finan-
cially challenged.”

What’s next for Tuc & Wes? 

after the Broke tees launch we will work on getting out the 
full contemporary line.  i’m so thrilled to share it with every-
one. there are some new really exciting items, and some 
favorites from the show!

What do you think about I-ELLA.COM and her studio that 
we’re at today for this interview?

it’s a treasure trove!

W





we coVet
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JAMES DUKE  MASON

An IntervIew wIth



JAMES DUKE  

What should we call you?

some people call me James, and some people call me 
duke, but ultimately duke is what i go by the most. James 
just seems kind of formal and pretentious- duke is more nor-
mal and unassuming, so feel free to call me that!

Where can we find you?

i’ve had the privilege of traveling a lot in my life, but l.a. is 
home for me. i was born here, and even when i lived in eu-
rope i’d come back to visit a lot. l.a. is my favorite place on 
the planet, and it always will be i think. i love the weather, 
the scenery, the aura of it- i’ve always felt comfortable and 
at ease here, and i doubt that’ll change. 

Why should we know you?

No reason yet really, although i’m working on it! i’ve been 
very active in activism for a few years now, but am trying 
to focus more this year on my acting career. my first movie, 
What happens Next, came out this past Valentine’s day, 
and i’m really excited to see what projects i end up signing 
on to in the near future.

We heard you lived in Paris and we want to know all about 
it! [In a nut shell.]

i actually went to school in the south of france, near 
cannes, although i did go to paris a few times! it was defi-
nitely interesting, and i’m happy that i spent time there. like 
i said though, l.a. is where i belong, so it was kind of tough 
being over there and away from america. i made a lot of 
friends though, people i still keep in touch with!

Tell us about your first kiss...

my first “bisou” was actually with a french boy, believe it or 
not! i was 15 years old, and we were hanging out with a 
bunch of friends of ours. We went off on our own and found 
a park bench under the stars, and that’s when it happened! 
it was a really amazing experience actually. . . i remember 
thinking in the moment how magical it was. 

What are you listening to?

i have very eclectic music taste. i like everything from Van 
halen to lady gaga, to elton John, to Beyonce, to eminem. 

i love foster the people; to me they sound like the mod-
ern version of the Beach Boys, which i think is perhaps 
the greatest band of all time (other than the go-go’s of 
course!)

Who do you look up to and pour quoi?

there are a lot of people i look up to (harvey milk and 
Bobby kennedy among them), but i’d say sidney poitier is 
the one person i admire the most. Not only is he the ultimate 
example of class, elegance and grace, but he made a huge 
difference in terms of breaking the glass ceiling for the Black 
community here in hollywood and across america. he is a 
man of unbelievable courage, strength and character, and 
it doesn’t get much better in my eyes than him.

we oBJectiFy
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ho do you consider an icon? [We want to love them too!]

at the risk of being repetitive, i have to say sidney poitier once again! he’s been vastly unrecognized and under-
rated by so many people in my generation, but he defines the term “icon” to me in so many ways. Not only is he 

a larger than life figure whose image is timeless, but his message of equality and fairness for all is timeless is well, and 
continues to make a gigantic impact on the country and world we live in.

Are you related to Marlon Brando? Because you sure look like him!

Why thank you! i am not, although it’s funny because my grandfather James mason, who was also an actor, starred with 
marlon in a movie called Julius caesar back in 1953. thanks to that film as well as many others, i have always been very 

“  PRinciPles ARe WoRth fighting foR- 
  sometimes youR convictions ARe All    
  you've got, so you hAve to be steAdfAst            
  And stAnd by WhAt you believe in. ”

W
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conscious of marlon and the remarkable imprint he left on 
our cinema and our culture, not to mention the fact that he 
was incredibly attractive! so for you to compare me to him 
physically is very humbling. 

Who/what is worth fighting for?

i think family is always worth fighting for, as are your closest 
friends. i am so grateful for the fact that i have a mom and 
dad who truly love me and 
support me in every way 
they can, and that i have a 
few best friends who i know 
would do anything for me 
and vice versa. i also think, as 
cliche as this may sound, that 
principles are worth fighting 
for- sometimes your convic-
tions are all you’ve got, so 
you have to be steadfast 
and stand by what you be-
lieve in.

Give us your top 5 films of 
all time...

that’s an incredibly tough 
question, as there are so 
many fantastic ones to 
choose from! my film taste, 
like my music taste, is eclec-
tic. so i’d say, in no particu-
lar order, my top 5: guess 
Who’s coming to dinner 
(1967, one of sidney poiti-
er’s best known films), milk 
(2008, extremely moving 
and inspiring), terminator 2 
(1991, greatest action film of 
all time and far better special effects than most of the mov-
ies today), riding giants (2004, best documentary i’ve ever 
seen, makes me wish i could abandon everything and just 
live as a surfer in hawaii), and the trip (2002, the movie 
that gave me the courage to come out and be who i am). 

Drink of choice?

i’m not actually a big drinker; most of time, whenever i order 
a cocktail, i’ll ask for it “virgin”. one of my favorite restaurant 
chains in the world is called trader Vics; they serve a lot 
of exotic drinks, one of which is called a Bahia (basically a 
pina colada with pineapple juice in it, blended). i’d say that, 
without any alcohol in it, is my favorite ever.

Life’s soundtrack?

as i said, i love the Beach Boys, particularly because when-
ever i listen to them they remind me of the beach and being 
in the sun (summer is by far my favorite season). i also would 
say, being completely honest, that the go-go’s are a big 
part of my daily soundtrack experience; aside from the fa-
milial connection, i objectively can say that i love their music 
and that it reminds me of california and the pacific ocean, 

particularly back in the 80’s 
when l.a. was at it’s coolest.

If you were stuck in a paint-
ing, which would it be?

another really difficult ques-
tion! i’m not a huge paint-
ing connoisseur to be honest; 
i’m much more into photogra-
phy, especially photography 
that captures a lot of that 
iconic 1950’s/1960’s “ameri-
cana” imagery. i also love the 
work that Bruce Weber has 
done over the years, and 
had the pleasure of meeting 
him a few weeks ago here in 
l.a. during oscar season. he 
was a sweetheart, and i felt 
truly honored getting to meet 
such a talented artist.

Tell us anything:

congrats on your first issue, 
and thank you so much for 
including me as part of it! i 
have nothing but great ex-
pectations for the magazine, 
and look forward to hope-

fully coming back and doing something with all of you again 
in the near future!

Ask us anything:

can’t think of anything really. . . all my questions have been 
satisfied ;)

All the best!

we oBJectiFy
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We ofteN WoNder if it’s as glamorous as oNe thiNks WheN 
We thiNk aBout the day iN the life of a fashioN model.  
Well, iN BetWeeN photoshoots, desigNer shoWrooms, 
castiNgs, fittiNgs aNd couture shoWs We Were aBle to 
impose Just a little oN model kate Welsh’s adVeNture iN paris.  
you caN coNtiNue to folloW kate oN her Blog:

{  httP://str8FromK8.wordPress.com  }

‘ve been in paris before during fashion week, as well as during the summer haute couture shows last year . . . and to be 
honest the fashion weeks often ended up being one of my least favorite times to be working in the city. the main reason 
is, until this trip, i was perpetually unsuccessful when it came to booking runway shows in paris. during the haute couture 

weeks i feel generally disadvantaged by my height (i’m 177 cm or a little over 5’ 9,” but most designers, particularly for the 
haute couture lines, tend to prefer to book the tallest of the tall girls, meaning haute couture week is the perfect time 
to be 5’11" or even 6’ in paris!).

 on top of that, after going to more castings than i can count during the last fashion week, i was ready to throw in the 
towel and just accept that, whatever i was doing when i was walking, it WasN’t what people wanted for the paris runways. 
finally i came to dislike the fashion weeks because girls flood into the city for it just to do the shows… i’m not so bothered 
by more competition, but it’s a pain that it inevitably means more wait time. during the majority of the year there are 
plenty of models in paris, and it’s not unusual to find yourself at a casting with a lot of other girls; and when that happens 
naturally you have to wait your turn to be seen, sometimes as much as 2 or 3 hours!
But during fashion weeks the majority of the castings are for runway shows, and hundreds of additional models come into 
the city just for these shows, so it becomes the norm for eVery casting, eVery day, to be flooded with girls… which means 
that many of us leave home at 8 or 9 in the morning and don’t return home until about 12 hours later . . . but most of what 
we’re doing during that time is simply WaitiNg.

i



last we checKed with 
Kate she had siGned with 
new yorK models and was 
headinG to nyc.  hoPeFully 
she'll share more oF her 
world with us! see Kate's 
exclusiVe Photoshoot 
For Bisous maGazine in 
our weBatorial section 
this month!
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 it’s hard enough to prepare your-
self for so much waiting… sure you can 
bring a book or, in my case, a sketch-
book or other things to keep you busy, 
But you also have to haul those items 
with you when you’re traipsing allover 
paris all day long! But i’ve had even 
more of a challenge being patient 
during the long days of fashion week 
castings because i keep going, i keep 
waiting, and i seem to continue failing 
to book anything!

 however finally this winter, per-
sistence and patience paid off for me, 
and i booked my first haute couture 
runway show! i love runway because 
no matter how many shows i’ve done 
or different experiences i’ve had with 
it, no two shows are eVer the same 
and i still get those little butterflies in 
my stomach before walking. it’s nerve-
racking, after all, to know how many 
people will be watching, taking pic-
tures, taking video, and so on, and 
knowing that models do fall and at 
any moment that could be you who 
bites the dust!!! But for me that’s part 
of the appeal, the shaky nerves and 
the little adrenaline rush that comes 
with it… as well as one more chance to 
do it right if only to prove to myself that 
i’m a professional dammit!!!

 so finally, i once again have some 
backstage images to share, as well 
as a few photos and even a video 
taken during the show! the designer 
i walked for is cengiz abazoglu, a 
turkish designer who has now shown 
during the paris haute couture weeks 
a few times: cengiz abazoglu

 as can be expected with haute 
couture in general, every piece of 
clothing was absolutely stuNNiNg!!! 
Being able to wear garments like that 
is being able to experience first-hand 
the close relationship between fashion 
and art, and to witness just how much 
love and agony has to go into every 
piece to bring it to completion.

 and i must send my apprecia-
tion to mr. abazoglu and team for 
one other thing: for the first time in 
all the experiences i’ve had of differ-
ent runway shows, i slipped my feet 
into the shoes they provided for me 
and breathed a sigh of relief because 
they fit perfectly (i’m a size 10, and 
though girls my height tend to have 
bigger feet, usually shoes provided to 
us at shows or during shoots are be-
tween the 8.5-9.5 range, so perpetu-
ally too small for my giant “gunboats” 
– nickname courtesy of my dad!) after 
relief came stunned joy because the 
shoes not only fit, but they were (as far 
as 4-inch heels go) actually comfort-
able and easy to walk in! if i were in 
a position where designers were inter-
ested in the advice i had to give, the 
absolute Best i could offer would be 
to put more thought into what they put 
on their models’ feet during runway 
shows; after all, NoBody wants us to 
fall! it’s embarrassing for us and it cer-
tainly doesn’t make their clothing look 
any better!

 anyway now that i’ve shared that 
valuable insight (or i suppose stated 
the obvious) it’s time to share some im-
ages!!!

 the show was produced in a park-
ing garage, which meant that there 
was enough space for the models to 
invite friends to come watch, which isn’t 
usually the case with shows in paris. it 
was a great chance for me to invite a 
few of my flatmates to come see what 
my “work day” looks like . . 
{ see captions and photos }

 so finally i’ve passed one more 
“landmark” in my modeling adventures, 
and can now say that i have indeed 
walked in an haute couture show in 
paris! even though in retrospect i can 
always find something i wish i had 
done better or done differently on the 
runway, i can also at the very least be 
happy with ast but not least, the best 

media souvenir i can share from this 
job is a video of the show in its en-
tirety once again, as the video is not 
my personal content, the best way to 
share it is with the following address:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=8kuulxcymjk

 Now that haute couture week is 
over things have slowed down quite a 
bit in paris, and (thanks to the magic 
of direct bookings) it’s time for me yet 
again to say “au revoir” to paris.
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i cross this bridge often on my way to and from castings 
and jobs. it’s the bridge of pont Neuf and it’s a famous 
crossing for lovers. supposedly if you write your name 
and the name of your lover on a lock, fix it to the bridge 
and throw the key into the river, your love will last for-
ever . . . tres parissiane!!!

during fashion week, the majority of castings look like this: lots of 
girls, NeVer enough chairs, and the sound of several languages 
floating through the air. this was a show casting for issey miyake 
and, given how many girls were there when i arrived, it was rela-
tively quick; i was seen about 45 minutes after arriving. usually 
we pass the wait time by chatting, meeting other girls (especially 
from our agency or our country), looking at each other’s portfo-
lios, playing with somethiNg on a smartphone, or (when well 
prepared) reading, drawing, or studying (many of the girls are 
students or at least making effort to learn the language of the 
market they’re working in). for my part i NeVer go to castings 
without a book, or a sketchbook, or Both!

i walk to work everyday when i book the showroom (by walk it’s 
about 35 minutes from the flat i stay in). that way i’m nice and 
awake by the time i arrive, and as tough as work can be it’s 
hard not to be happy when you’re greeted by this cheery little 
heart-covered sign upon arrival!
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more backstage at lanvin: sometimes things slow down at the showroom and the girls 
working have a welcomed opportunity to sit and relax for a few minutes . . . particularly 
when i’m only working a four hour shift, i’m happy to keep working and playing dress-up 
to give the girls working 8 or 9 hours a little break from the high heels :-) and of course 
when it’s a beautiful dress like this it’s hard to say no. 

the empty rack at the back of the room means it’s lunchtime for the clients and therefore 
break time for the models!!! the showroom certainly has an ebb and flow of traffic, with 
rush hours in the morning and afternoon, and low points when the clients are taking 
lunch or dinner. the models are grateful to work during those low-points as it gives us 
a small amount of much-needed time without high heels! here are several of the girls 

enjoying a short break.

one size fits all.  Not so much.  shoes at the lanvin showroom

my faVorite piece from this season’s collection in 
the lanvin showroom . . . most of the time it was on a mannequin so all of the 
clients could see it on a female form without having to request it . . . But on 
one or two occasions clients still wanted to see it on a real woman, and i just 
happened to be in the right place at the right time!

during a test shoot for an italian designer, the mua was kind 
enough to snap a few shots while i was working . . . for the first shot 
they had me on the balcony of a flat on the 6th floor of an apart-
ment building in the 11th arrondissement. that flat was amazing, 
the view was great, but the weather was still in winter-mode  
. . . part of my job is to Not look freezing when i actually am!!! 
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prepping for the cengiz abzoglu show.  there was a whole team 
of hair and makeup artists helping us prep for the show, and i had 
the privilege to run into one i’ve worked with before aNd am cur-
rently working with to schedule a very cool editorial in paris during 
march. i’m a big fan of her work and if you’re curious i suggest you 
check out her website and see for yourself just how talented she is! 

makeup: done, hair: half-done . . . Now it’s the perfect moment to send some love 
to my mother agency back in portland, or from backstage at the cengiz abazoglu 
Winter 2012 haute couture show :-)

even after already having finished makeup on several models, the 
work station of mua elika Bavar is organized and ready for the 
next girl! that’s how the pros do it backstage (hair and makeup 
area for the cengiz abazoglu show)
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Walking home after a long day,  i snapped a few shots of the 
cite de la mode near gare austerlitz in the 13th arrondisse-
ment. lanvin has held there showroom here 4 times per year for 
several years, and the space is also host to a variety of other 
shows and exhibitions focused on fashion and art. last time i 
was in paris i came with a stylist friend to the Vintage showcase 
held here, where over 20 vintage retailers from paris brought a 
selection of their best clothes to be admired and purchased all 
in the same place.

we BloG

the lineup card is an esseNtial tool for runway shows! this little sheet is copied 
and available to all of the dressers and models to make sure everyone gets into 
the right garments and into the right place in line for their different passes on the 
runway. it also helps us see at a glance how much (or how little) time we will have 
to change between one pass and the next . . . fortunately for this show we had 
enough girls and our order stayed essentially the same, so that we had a decent 
amount of time to get out of one look and into the next. this isn’t always the case, 
and sometimes you have 3 different people scrambling to undress and re-dress 
you to get you back to the runway in time for your next pass! yet one more reason 
the runway experience can be exciting but nerve-racking!!!

finally, in addition to the lineup cards we also have the assistance of snapshots 
that help verify which garments belong to which model, and where each look 
belongs in the show. once again, this show was well organized and we each 
had our garments in a separate space, ready to go with the right shoes and 
accessories. these are the two dresses i wore during the show . . . go ahead and 
drool, they’re even more beautiful in person 
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as she goes along



making  
 it up     

as she goes along
iN keepiNg With the deVelopiNg career 
theme, We decided We Would comBiNe 

fashioN photographer  
 raKeem cunninGham , age 19, aNd 

youtuBe make-up tutorial seNsatioN 
allie marie eVans , age 16,  

for a little summer fuN.



photographer: rakeem cunningham



How old are you?

16

How long have you been in Los  
Angeles?

5 years ago, it was such a crazy expe-
rience. i was so excited the whole flight 
here. i looked out the window and 
thought “oh my gosh i can’t believe this 
is happening.” 

What influenced you into starting a 
Youtube channel?

i am obsessed with fashion and make-
up. the main reason i started was be-
cause i moved to a new school and 
didn’t really know anyone. i needed 
something to keep me busy. 

Where you surprised when it became 
such a hit?

Very!!!

Who is your inspiration?

my mom. i love how daring she is 
with all her outfits and they come to-
gether so effortlessly. a life role model 
is definitely taylor swift. the way she 
has handled herself in the lime light is 
amazing. i hope to model my persona 
after hers. she is such a classy young 
lady! 

Who do you consider a fashion icon?

i consider the olsen twins to be fash-
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more on raKeem: raKeemc.com
more on allie:   youtuBe.com/user/GlasssliPPerBeauty

ion icons they are constantly pushing the en-
velope and they have an amazing eye for 
trends. 

Have you ever been to France?

i was just there. it was so over whelming to see 
all the different trends and the streets are just 
lined with the most amazing window shop-
ping, i was in heaven!! 

What’s your favorite thing to do when you’re 
not working?

i love going to the beach with friends or just 
driving around and blasting music. 

What made you change your hair color from 
brunette to blonde?

my hair has been every color under the sun 
from brown to red to blond, but i always go 
back to blonde. something about changing 
the color makes me smile and have more fun. 

If you could give any advice what would it 
be?

the most important advice i would give is 
to never change yourself to be what other 
people want you to be. the people who don’t 
love and support you for who you are don’t 
matter. 

And lastly . . .. when you think of your photo 
shoot you did for us with Rakeem what song 
or soundtrack comes to mind?

singing in the rain comes to mind. We were 
shooting outside most of the time and it start-
ed raining. all we could do is laugh and con-
tinue to shoot. We made the best of it! i love 
rakeem, he’s awesome!
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written by shelli wright 
eleanorleonnebennett.zenfolio.com
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from persoNal experieNce, i for oNe caN Barely rememBer 
What i Was doiNg yesterday much less What i Was doiNg 
at sixteeN, But i caN Be certaiN i WasN’t coNtactiNg 
fashioN magaziNes aNd offeriNg my serVices.   
eleanor Bennett coNtacted us aNd asked if she could 
suBmit some of her photographs.  you haVe to admire 
the moxie.  most of the sixteeN year olds that i kNoW  
are more iNterested iN their iphoNe thaN makiNg a  
liViNg at BeiNg aN artist, But Not eleaNor BeNNett. 
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How old are you? 

i am 16.

Where do you live? 

i live in North West of england.

Do you attend school? 

Nope, home educated since the age of 4.

How old were you when you picked up your first camera? 

12 years old, it was a point  
and shoot camera.

You’ve accomplished so much at such a young age, 
what or whom influenced you to the most to promote 
yourself?

mainly seeing the artists who had won the turner prize 
going on to earn a lot of money. i want to make self 
expression and art my career. i would like for the pieces 
i create to resonate with people 
around the world.

Where you surprised when you won 
your first award? 

yes, i was quite shocked i had a 
chance with the amount of people 
who have cameras.

Who is your inspiration? 
i have many but i would 
say i’m inspired by damon 
albarn. i want to have 
a good work ethic and 
achieve a lot in a short 
space of time.

Whom do you consider a fashion icon? 

alexander mcqueen, someone who is differ-
ent. i hate dressing in normal clothes , i’m al-
ways searching charity shops for something  
different in texture and style, that has qual-
ity to it and substance.

What’s 

leanor leonne Bennett is a internationally award winning photographer and artist who has won first place with National 
geographic, the World photography organisation and Nature’s Best photography. her photography has  been pub-
lished in the telegraph , the guardian, BBc News website and on the cover of books and magazines in the united states 

and canada. her art is globally exhibited, having shown work in london, paris, indonesia, los angeles, florida, Washington, scot-
land, Wales, ireland, canada, spain, germany, Japan, australia and the environmental photographer of the year exhibition (2011) 
amongst many other locations.  she was also the only person from the uk to have her work displayed in the National geographic 
and airbus run see the Bigger picture global exhibition tour with the united Nations international year of Biodiversity 2010. 
eleanor is one of a kind.  at the age of 12 she had all ready won her first major photography award. so, i took it upon myself to 
sweep her up and ask for an interview instead  which she thankfully replied, “that’s great i could use an interview in my press kit.” 

e
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your favorite thing to do when you’re 
not taking photos? 

i enjoy caring for animals watching a 
lot of comedy listening to good music 
of all genres. i also enjoy walking and 
karate.

Tell us what’s next for you and your 
photographic art 

more experimentation in subjects and 
textures, more muted portraiture, more 
fashion and hopefully more contempo-
rary images to come. 

Where do you see yourself in 10 
years? 

hopefully with my own home, doing 
albums , book , magazine covers and 
directing music videos occasionally.

Is there any wisdom you would like to 
share? 

Never rest on your laurels , but have 
a balance. i almost never do press 
releases even though i was in the ci-
Wem environmental photographer of 
the year 2011 Book that had more 
than 10,000 entries. i was also pub-
lished with multiple images in the life 
is a bed of roses book for macmil-
lan cancer that had many many en-
tries and well known figures in the the 
judging panel. i’ve also won a grand 
prize in a Japanese photography com-
petition recently for Visual Voice under 
18.

Almost done. . . .do you have a favorite 
soundtrack you like to listen to when 
you’re in your creative zone? 

it would be too mean for me to pick 
one, so here are five ;)

1. the Jam story - the Jam

2. demon days - gorillaz

3. the many faces of oliver hart: 
how eye one the Write too think   
   (you just have to listen to hear for 
yourself)

4. modern life is rubbish - Blur

5. the kick inside - kate Bush

And lastly, so, you know our magazine 
is called Bisous which means kisses, 
have you had your first kiss?

No first kiss! maybe i never will for my 
tendency to flash someone in the eye 
with my camera if i think they are cute 
: )















YOUR FUTURE IS IN OUR HANDS...

ANNAH YEVELENKO - BEAUTY EDITOR

Annah developed her love for makeup artistry as a child when she marveled at 
her grandmother’s shades of red lipstick and the precision of her mother’s liquid 
liner flick. Growing up in an artistic family she began to paint portraits - realizing 
her passion to paint faces. With a decade of experience behind her belt with 
jobs ranging from commercial and fashion print to runway shows to film/video 
work -  she is constantly researching the industry to always be up-to-date on 
trends in skin care, makeup and hair techniques.

www.belleface.com

SHELLI WRIGHT - CHIEF CREATIVE DIRECTOR 
                               CO-EDITOR

Shelli Wright is a Fashion Photographer residing in Los Angeles, California.
After retaining a BS in Journalism Shelli continued her studies in Paris at 
Parsons School of Design.  It was that stint in Paris that inspired Shelli to follow 
her passion for Fashion and she began shooting models for agencies in Paris, 
London, NY and of course back on the west coast in her home town of Portland 
Oregon.  Now working over 15 years in Southern Cal, Shelli decided to enlist 
director/editor and partner in crime Christopher Robin Bredesen to start what is 
now Bisous Magazine.  A platform for other creatives like themselves to forge 
relationships and friendships worldwide and put out what they think to be a pretty 
bitchin’ mag.

http://www.shelliwrightphotoworks.com



COURTENAY BRANDT - FASHION EDITOR

Fashion Editor Courtenay Brandt has always had a strong passion for both music 
and fashion. For many years she travelled the world with some of the most 
successful bands of our generation including Kings of Leon, Massive Attack, No 
Doubt and Red Hot Chili Peppers. After life on the road she began her journey into 
fashion styling bands, developing fashion films and shooting editorials.  Originally 
from Vancouver, BC she also called London, Tokyo, New York, Glasgow and San 
Diego home but is now happily settled into the beach life of Santa Monica, CA. 
Years of living and working internationally have given Courtenay an extensive and 
unparalleled exposure to many styles, trends and designers which she brings to 
the pages of Bisous.

www.courtenaybrandt.com

CHRISTOPHER ROBIN BREDESEN - DESIGN DIRECTOR
                                                               CO-EDITOR

Chris began his career in documentary film over 15 years ago following dirtbag 
skateboarders around the world.  Thus began his passion, thereafter continuing 
his studies and receiving a B.A. in Journalism from the University of 
Oregon.  He is an award-winning editor and has worked in the commercial, 
feature, TV, and documentary genres.  For the past 3 years, Chris’ focus has 
been on fashion and beauty in both print and film.

www.bredesenproductions.com                                                                                

OUR FUTURE IS IN YOUR HANDS...



GUEST LIST

Marc Cartwright is a celebrity portrait photographer, who grew up in New York on Long 
Island’s East End.  In 1993, he moved to New York City where he attended NYU studying 
Semantics.  While fulfilling an art requirement, he discovered photography.  Marc quickly 
realized that his love of the art was to become his life’s passion.  His work has appeared in 
Elle, Marie Claire, Entertainment Weekly and Variety to name a few. 

Soundtrack for the shoot:  Billy Holiday

www.marccartwright.com/

Aaron Feaver is a photographer living and working in Los Angeles, California. He loves old 
French movies, bicycles, and playing catch with his girlfriend.

Soundtrack for the shoot:  Sunday Morning, by The Velvet Underground 

feaverishphotography.com/    

Based in New York City, Elizabeth Waugh is a commercial photographer with a wide range 
of clients in the fashion and advertising industries.  She is currently working on a collection 
of portraits depicting many of the creative luminaries of her generation, entitled “The New 
God.”

Soundtrack for the shoot:  Life in Mono, by Mono

elizabethwaugh.com/

Hungarian born photographer, Kate sZatmari can often be seen laying on the ground 
getting dirty or on top of a car, train...anything climbable!  This is usually so, so she can get 
the perfect angle for her shot!  The final image, is all that matters!

Soundtrack for the shoot:  OneWorld, by Lingus

www.kszphotos.com/

Lavenda Memory

First Kiss (ish) story: Okay, so I was in kindergarten. There was this kid named Michael standing 
behind me in line for the library who was trying to cut closer to the front. He said, “I'll give you a kiss if 
you let me cut in to the front.”  “Um, yuck,” I replied.  I was kind of a quiet kid, so I crossed my arms 
and turned my back to him hoping he'd just go away. He repeated himself a few times until I found him 
right smack in front of me again, with his wormy little boy lips on my cheek.  It was crazy how quick 
and instinctual my reaction was. Right there, in the middle of the hallway, I smacked the poor kid right 
across his little cheek. (Can you hear the cheer of womens-lib across the nation?)  He was sniffling 
and sobbing all the way to the nurses office (and yes, I felt bad). But he definitely did not try and kiss 
me -ever- again.

www.lavendamemory.com/



Hello, my name is Matt Fry.  I love my wife, my dogs, and my camera, and I live in Echo 
Park, California, a neighborhood of Los Angeles.  I shoot natural light and film, and I’m lucky 
enough to work with brilliant people.

Soundtrack for the shoot:  (I always Kill) The Things I Love, by The Real Tuesday Weld. 

www.frybros.com  

Lucas Passmore, Los Angeles based photographer, also owns a doberman named, “Killface.”  

Soundtrack for the shoot: We pretty much had Billie Holiday’s anthology playing on a loop for 
the entire shoot.

www.lucaspassmore.com/

 

19 year old Rakeem Cunningham is currently enrolled in the UCLA School of Arts and 
Architecture as a Design Media Arts major. He has decided to pursue a career in fashion 
photography and aspires to show that everyone is beautiful. A few of his idols include 
Steven Meisel, Tim Walker, Paolo Roversi, Annie Leibovitz, and David Sims.

rakeemcphotography.carbonmade.com/

Matthew Vasiliauskas is a graduate of Columbia College Chicago, where he received a Bachelor 
of Arts Degree in Film and Video Production. In 2009, he was awarded the Silver Dome Prize by the 
Illinois Broadcast Association for best public affairs program as producer of the Dean Richards 
Show at WGN Radio. His work has appeared in such publications as The Pennsylvania Review, 
Stumble Magazine and The Adirondack Review. Matthew currently lives and works in Los Angeles. 
You can view more of his writings here: thepapersnake.com/

William Conklin:  Artist, Comedian, Writer, Devil may have you.      

Soundtrack: Stay On The Outside, by Whitey 

www.williamconklin.com 







Writer Abbey Karr, Fromageier |  Photographs by Stéphane Falco

We Taste

Every woman dreams of Paris.  so, when I got the opportunity to live in 
such a place and learn just how they do it, how the Joie de vivre can 
come so effortlessly to the French, I took the offer without blinking twice.
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we taste

aBBey Karr is our FaVorite 
local so-cal FromaGeier 
(cheese exPert)
For questions aBout 
cheese PairinGs PlatinGs, 
etc. Please contact aBBey 
at cestlacheese@Gmail.com

have found the perfect way to bring, in your best french 
accent, “ol paris, to your backyard!”  Wine and cheese!

 Not too many can say they do it better than the french! 
i know because i was there! i tasted the creamiest camem-
bert, the stinkiest eppoisse and paired them with the best 
wine i’ve had to date! Not all french cheeses are allowed 
into the states but since my return, i’ve found some amazing 
cheeses that take me back to the city of lights every time i 
take a bite!

 take fleur Verte for example. this pure white chevre, or 
goat cheese, is delicately wrapped in tarragon and thyme 
then pierced with pink peppercorns. it’s floral aroma and 
creamy mouth feel will pair beautifully with any french rosé, 
my favorite being chateau clarette from provence. 

 if its traditional cheeses you’re looking for, then look 
no further than the massive 150 pound wheel of raw cows 
milk cheese called Beaufort alpage! of course in stores 
you’re not obligated to purchase the entire wheel, but you 
may want to take home a big piece as it always disappears 
quickly off of any cheese board. this cheese is nutty, a bit 

fruity and ultra smooth. it’s a perfect partner if you 
are going to be serving chardonnay. remember, 
french chardonnay will give you a very different 
profile than a traditional california chardonnay. 
on any note, literally, Beaufort is the way to go!

 craving something different? how about a 
triple cream cow’s milk cheese literally covered 
in mustard! Well, mustard seed.  delice de pom-
mard, a rich cream cheese from Burgundy is sold 
in small containers ready to open and enjoy! the 
entire cheese is covered in finely ground mustard 
seeds which are local to the region. try finding a 
pinot Noir from Burgundy as well to pair with this 
cheese. it shouldn’t be dificult as pinot Noir is Bur-
gundy’s starring grape!

 abbaye de Belloc is a cheese that i find very 
underestimated. it’s not only rich in flavor, but also 
rich in its history! it is based on an ancient pyr-
eneese recipe that dates back about 3000 years! 
made from sheep’s milk, the paste is fine and 
dense. it’s high in fat with rich, caramelized flavors 
that make it a perfect fit for meatier wine varietals 
such as grenache’. if you really want to spoil your 
guests, or even just yourself, purchase some truffle 
mousse. a sinful addition to both abbaye and vin!

 Why not finish your cheese tasting off with a bang, 
or should i say tang! saint agur, offers said quality. 
Not as salty as most blue cheeses, this cows milk 

blue is melt in your mouth fantastic! its also delivered with-
out a rind so its easy to dig into as soon as you get it home 
from the store. drizzled with honey and paired with a late 
harvest zinfandel you’ll forget about rocky road ice cream 
and any other dessert that comes your way!

 don’t be afraid if your pairing right or choosing poorly, 
for its all in your palate! cheese is in the eyes of the be-
holder and i can only hope that what i’ve shared with you is 
just the beginning of your pairing adventure. Bon appetite!
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